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‘l’he,tests wcw
land the B-25 airplane in calm and rough water and to
determine its probable ditching perf’ormsnce. A
dynamically si.milarmodel of the B-25 airplane was
landed in calm water in tank no. 2 and in calm ar.drough
water from the outdoor catapult. Its behavior was
determined by makirg visual observations, b:;recording
longitudinal accelerations, and by takir,~motion picmm’es
sf the landings.

~’7 landing with flaps dov{nin a tail-down attitude
at as slow a speed as pcssible, smooth stratg-htIar.ding
runs will probably re,snltin calm water. Ii~m.~derat.e
vi?ld.Sand rej:ular’waves the airplane should be landed
along the wave. If th: wind iF stron-~,or the waves are
irregular, the air~lane SP,5U16 be lar~dedinto t’hewind;
an attempt should he made to contact a wave just after
a crest has been passed. Landing in the level at~itude
will probably result in skippir..q,porpoisin~, or
wfiervin.~.

IYTR021JCT’IC)N

Ob.itct of’tests .- Tb.e object of the tests was to
determine the best way to land the E-25 airplane in
calm ar.drough water and to deteiam~ne its probable
ditchin~ behavior.
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Requested. - Army Air Porces$ Materiel Command,
X?.rch2!3-;1.’;!1;,

..

Date and place of tests .- The tests were made in
NACA tank no. 2 in :Septerfiberand October of 1943 and a-h
an outdoor catapult under supervision of impact-basin -
pers~.~rl~~~n-DeceT,berof 1943 and ~annlaryof 1944.

Pull-scale experience.- FtepQrt’s,from North American
Aviation Inc. and from a pilot of the Arm-yAir Forces, of
eight ditchings of the E-25 airplame indicate fairly good
ditchi~~gcharacteristics. Out of 37 crev,rmembers involved,
only one death was mentioned as a direct result of the”
behavior of the airplane in the ditching,

Generally when the crew members were not strapped
in or ‘braced they were thrown around considerably, the
mer:tin tk~erear receiving the greatest effect of the
pitching. Kinor scratches and “~ruiseswere usually
received and one r~anwas M.lledai’ter being thrown
forward frotithe camera section.

,.,

In one ditching’ in rough water (into the wind) most
of the crew were momentarily uncoiiscious as a result of
the shock sustained.at impact.

From,one to three dtstinct shocks”were gerierally
felt when.the’airplane struck the water. At the final
shock th& fi-oseand n-acellesplowed irr. In one instance
the airplane skipped and dived and then bobbed up to
tne surface: in anotlnerinstance only a slight shock
was felt and the airplar~ecoa~.tedto a stop. “

Th-efl.stationtirtereported
11 minutes; the a“veragetime was

PROC3DIJRK

Desctii’ptionof

varied from 1./2to
over 4 minutes.

Model ‘

.

Scale.- 1/11 size.

T~e of construction.- See reference 1. l%e nose “
section of the model was made re.mcvable so that-a
B.25G airplane Co’uldbe simulated by the installation
of the cannon nose.

.
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B-25B, B-25C, B-25D (ftg. 1); B-25G,

,. ~ . ...-. .-.._

Test Methods and Equipment

The apparatu~”and test procedure are described in
reference 1. . .

Test Conditions

(All values given.refer to”full-scqle airplane.)

Location of center af gravit~.- 25.1
mean aerodynamic chord; 2.71 i~hes above
1he.

gross weight);

percent of
the thrust

Attitude of the thrust line.- 13°, 12° tail down
landing attitude; 9°; 6° medium attitude, and 0° level
landing attitude. .

Landing gear.- Retracted.

Flap settinq.- North American Aviation Inc. indi-
cated~hat the ultimate design load normal to the under-
surface of the flap is 216 pounds per square foot; the
flaps will probably fail on striking the water. Semi-
fixed flaps simulate flaps which fail on striking the
water. Tests were made.wl~ the flaps up, 20° down
fixed, and 45° down fixed and semifixed.

Landing speed.- The speed rang6 covered on tank
tests was from to 12(Imiles per hour. The speeds
used at the outdoor catapult were for power-off flaps- “
down landlngs as computed”from data furnished by
North American Aviation, Tnc. They are llsted in
table I.

Conditions of simulated dsmage.- Ihformation sup-
plied by North Am.erican Avtation, Inc.,indicates that
the strength of the fuselage is greater than either
that of the bombardier~s window, the main landing-gear
doors, or the entrance hatches. .THe bomb-bay doors are
almost certain to collapse and the bulkhead aft of the.

,..
,.” .1
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bomb bay is M able to be forced inward.

I- Simulated d=age on the model representing the
B-25B, B-25CS - B-25D airplanes:

,.
(s) No damage (fig. 1(o))

(b) Model oomplete with
+

-inoh pro~ection from the

fuselage dtin at after edge of the bomb bays
(fig. 3) ( simulates denting or tearing of the
bottom)

(c) Madel complete with ~-inch projection from the

fuselage skin at after edge of the bomb bays
(fig.

7
) (simulates denting or tearing of the ~

bottom

(d) Bomb-bay and wheel doors~ bombardier~s windows,
camera hatch, and bulkhead at after end of
the bomb bay all removed (fig. 4) (catapult
tests were made at this condition)

(e) S~fi& $;) plus failure of entrance hatohes

(f) Same as (e) exoept bulkhead in after end of
bomb bay left Intact (fig. 6) .

11 - simulated damage on the model representing the
.B-25G airplane:

(a) Bomb-bay and wheel doo?xl,oamera hatch, and
the bulkhead at the after end of the bomb
bay all removed (fig, 2)

Pro ellers=- The effect of propellers was deterrdned
with ~W propellers. N damage simulated was
the same as in I(e) above (fig. 7).

Condition of ‘seaway.-(a) Calm water——

(b) Wave orests parallel to the flight path, hefght
approximately 1 to 6 feet, length approxi-
mately 20 to 120 feet

(c) Wave orests perpendicular to the flight paths
height 1 to 4 feet, length approximately
20 to 80 feet
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‘RESULTS

“--The results are presented in tables II ‘&d III.

Photographs showihg the characteristic behavior are
shown in figures 8 through 11. “

Time-history records of longitudinal accelerations
are ‘#how-nIn figures 12 and 13. .

.. . DISCUSSION
e

At high attitude, smooth landlng runs generally
resulted. At low attitudes skipping, porpoistig, or
turning occurred. In tank tests the maximum decelera-
tions were less than 5~, while the average of these
maximum values for all conditions tested was less than
3#3. The decelerations at tileoutdoor c.ntapult in rough
water were hi~her and of the order of 4g to 7g. The
maximum retarded longitudinal deceleration was In a
diving turn in smooth water.

=ffect of attitude.- ‘#’henditched at the 12° atti-
tude,‘t~e model rod= the water with the tail of the
fuselage deep in the water and heavy spray was thrown
from the nacelleq on to the tail surfacer. i{earthe
end of the run the attitude decreased and the nacelles
dug In and threw ~ome spray forward. The model generally
ran from 2 to 5 lengths. In rough water the model some-
times nosed into a wave and the run was shartened.

In al of t-k.tests from the catapult at 12° and 9°
---

attit-~es, the modelts elevator had little aerodynamic
affect, and frequently the model did not keep in trim
before it contaoted the water surface. This @@t ~ ‘
account for some of the digging In of the nose and
naoelles early in the runs. ..

In tank tests, ditchings at the 6° attitude were
. very similar to the high-attitude runs, since on
striking the water the model assumed about the same
attitude as In a .12°-attitpde ditching. The runs were,
however, generally about 1 length longer than at the
12° attitude. Tn rough-water tests, porpoislng developed
and the model tended to dig into the waves.

. .
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The level-attitude landings were made at speeds
lower than the full-scale land.lng speeds for the flap
and power condition represented. The results, therefore,
may not be truly applicable to the level landlng of the
fuil-scale hirpiane-.

—

Tn ditchings at O0 the fuselq?e and nacelles struck
the water almost simultaneously, the nacelles threw some
spray, and the model generally skipped, porpoised, or
made sharp turns.

Effect of flap settl~l- In all of’the rough-watsr
tests and Ilid?tof the c~lm-water tests, the semifixed
flaps deflected upward upon hitting the water (simu-
lating their feilure) and had no direct effect on the- “
hydrodynamic performance. ~owever, by landing with
flaps full down, the speed was lowered and the d!tching
performance was improved.

Some runs were made with no damage simulated on
the model and with the flaps rigidly fixed in three
positions: up, at 20°, and at 45°. When th~ flaps were
In the deflected posltlons there was a tendency to skip
and swerve.

Effect of’ simulated dama~.- Simulating failure of——. ——
the b=-=~ and wheel doors, bombardiers window.
camera hatcfi, and the bulkhead aft of the bomb bays did
not seri usly affect the behavior of the model.,8

At the
6° and O attttudes the model even made slightly longer
runs with lower maximum deceleratiorlwhen damage was
simulated. When the bulkhead at the aft end of the
bomb bay remained intact, the lenflthof’the run was
greeter than when the bulkhead was carried away, but
porpofslng occurred at 6C and skipping, at OO.

A ridge was added to the fuselage of the model just
aft of the bomb doors to re~resent a damaged condition
of the structure. When the ridge height was increased

to E$ inches (full size),violent djves occurred. This

projection was rigidly attached and the.results are
probably pessimistic since projecting parts due to
damage would probably be flexible emd would not offer
such great resistance to the water. .

‘Thegeneral behavior of the model representing the
B-25G with an undamaged nose section but with simulated
failure of the bomb-bay and wheel doors, camera hatch,

.-..
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and the bulkhead aft of the bonibbay was very nearly the
same as that for the model representing the B-25B, B-25C,
and B-25D, but the length of run was about 1 length
longer.

Eff’ectof propellers.- The windmillhg propellers
lncre~~*lle maximum deceleration and shortened the
length of landing run. The results may be somewhat
peesimlstic because the propellers did not bend at the
tips but, even so, .liheseresults indicate that the pro-
pellers were not severely detrimental to the ditching
characteristics.

Effect of seaway.- When moderate winds existed and
the waves were fairly smooth and appeared in re~ular
trains, the best ditching was made along the wave. ..

When stiff winds existed and the water was rough
and breaking, the model behaved better if landed into
the wind and across the waves. Landing across the wind
along rough and breaking waves frequently resulted in a
shallow dive. Since the danger of di~ging into a wave
existed even when landing along a,wave, in a rough sea,
better performance resulted by landing into the wind as
the speed relative to the water was reduced.

When landing across the waves the performance was
best if the tail was touched down on the windward side
of a wave so that the airplane was not tripped and
forced to enter nose down in an oncomin~ wave.

CONCLUSIONS

From results of the tests with the ~-size model
AL

the following conclusions were drawn:

1. The airplane should be landed In the tail-down
attitude (12°, thrust line) .

2. The landing should be made with the flaps fully
extended to obtain the slowest possible speed.

3. When moderate winds and regular waves exist the
airplane should be landed parallel to the waves. When
stiff winds or irregular waves exist, the airplane

.—— —
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should be landed into the wind, across the waves, pref-
erably making contact tall first near the top on the
windward side of the wave.

4. If the a?!rplane Is ditched in calm water In a
tail-down attitude it wiil probably make a smootlhrun of
about 2 to 5 lengths. The maximum acceleration will
probably be between 2g and 4g. In rough water if the
a!rplane, landlng Into the wind, contacts a wave on the
windward side it will probably make a ~~ioothrun.

5. If a landing is made with a wing low or If the
tall is thrown up by httting a wave, the nose may be
forced to dig Into an oncoming wave and accelerations
as high as 7g will be cxperlenced, If denting or tearing
occurs in such a manner as to form a rigid projection of
$eg:lgainches aft of the bomb bay, severe diving may

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory ~
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics-

Langley Tield, Vs., Gctoberll, 1944
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TABLEI. - L-G ~. USEDA!!TEE OUTDOOR~T

1- 1
“AIL valuqa axe full scale.

.-— ------ ----- --------- ----- ---- -- ----
7

-— -- -.. ..-.—
1

Attitude
Weight f’usel~referenoe1- Alrepeed

(lb) (b$) (mph)

22,600 I 13 I %9
26,000 : 12 I

I

! 94
22,600 9 I 98 I
26,000 6 i 112 I

I
26,000 1

I
o I 143 I

1
I

t I i

I!?ORAL Almsom
Comlrmg IVR AEFU)EAUZZCS
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TABLE II.-lmZXXmTIoRsAND~OFRtJNsOFA+SImHODIEL

OF’ITRl lk2~SERIESAlRPIAKE DR’CKRCOR CM.MWATER

~ros. weight26,0cQlb fullsiz~
., -.,

Thrustlim attltuie 12° tail-down landing 6°
ODlore:
landq

Smed. moh. I I
&l I 100 120 120Flap

ettInge

0° down
fixed

50 &x71
flxea

9 am
semi-
f Ixed

Note:

Max - Mwrh’mndecelerationinmultlpleoof theaccelerationof gmavity
Run- Lansthofruninmul.tiplaeof lengthof”themodel
Rmk- Remrke (seeeyml.ole.)

s~ols:

dl rlolentdive
d2 elf@t dive
t ohm-pturnor ewerre
8 eldpped
P Porpoleed NATIONALADVISORYCOMCITEE FORAEROIWJI?ICS

.—
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TABLE III.- DITCHIN13TESTS AT THE OUTCOORCATAPULTWITH A +-SIZE MODEL OF THE ARNY B-25 AIRPLANE

~llvalue. are full scald

Flight data and results

Attitude Wolght Wave height Wind veloelt~ Range maximum recorded
range range longitudinal

deceleration Performance

(deg) (lb) (in.) (mph) (g)

:
If the nose entereda wave, the model atoppsd

21●g 13 22,600 32 to 44 25 3t06 abruptly. If the nose rode over the wave,
smoothrun resulted.

;: ~
22,600 11 to 22 11 to 23 3“to 5 Porpoisingwas evident. Nose and nacellesraised

0- heavy spray.
.U

;; 13 22,600 28 to 44 15 4.4 to 5.3 Pitchedup and down In mmoothrun.

*
8m 12 26,000 11 to 22 10 Rode low in water duringmuch of run (epeedswere
m 10V for this weight).

~j
9 22,600 66 23 5t06 Nose and nacellesdug in during run.

s
u Sometimesthe model pitchedup In the water;

13 22,600 6 Calm 3 to 4.6 smoothrues reeulted. Otherwlaethe modelswerw
and short runs resulted. The model tended to dil

<
$! 12 26,000 Calm

in in heavy weight rums. (One reasonmay have

:
been that the speedswere low end thue tha lift

* of the wing was leee than the welghtofthemodelJ
● L
~ 9 22,600 0 Calm 5 to ‘7.4 Turned In all runs (sinceone wing was ellghtly

low before csntact).
~
g 6 26,000 0 Calm Porpolslng$vident. Fairly heavy spray raised.

o 26,000
Speedsall low ae in ‘pancakealanding. Noee

Calm ●nd nacellesdug in deeply thrwgh most of rum.
Tended to porpoiseand #werve.

NATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
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Figurela.- Frontview ofa 1—-size model oftheB-25 airplane.
11
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Figure lb. - Bottom view of a ~ -size model of the B-25 airplane.
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Figure le.- Side view of a ~-size model of the B-25 airplane.

11
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Figure 2a. - Bottom view of a ~- size model of the B-25G airplane, showing openings cut out to
11

simulate failure of the wheel doors, bomb-bay doors, camera hatch, and bulkhead at the after
end of the bomb bay.
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Figure 2b, - Side view of a &-size model of the B-25G airplane showing openings cut out to

simulate failure of the wheel doors, bomb-bay doors, and camera hatch.
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F@ure 3. - Projectingridge as tested on the model of the B-25 airplane.
(Dimensions are for the full-size airplane.)

z
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Figure 4.- Photograph of a L-size model of the B-25 airplane with simulated damage of wheel
11

and bomb-bay doors, camera hatch, hmbardier’s window, and the bulkhead at the after end of
the bomb bay.

(-l
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Figure 5.- Photograph of a ~-size model of the B-25 airplane with simulated damage of wheel

and bomb-bay doors, cam;ja and entrance hatches, bombardier’s window, and the bulkhead at
the after end of the bomb bay.



Figure 6.- Photograph of a ~ -size model of the B-25 airplane with simulated damage of wheel

and bomb-bay doors, camera and entrance hatches, and bombardier’s window.
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Figure 7.- Photograph of a ~-size model of the B-25 airplane with propellers.



Figure 8.- Photographs of a ditching of amodelof aB-25 airplane (0.83-second intervals
full scale) Attitude 12°; flaps down 450 semifixed; speed,80 miles perhour full scale.
Simulated failure of wheel and bomb-bay doors, camera and entrance hatches, bombardier’s
window, and bulkhead at after end of bomb bay.
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Figure 9.- Photographsof aditchingof amodel of aB-25 airplane (0,415-second intervals
full scale). Attitude OO;flaps down 45° semifixed; speed, 120 miles per hour full scale.
Simulated failure ofwheel~d bomb-bay doors, camera and entrance-hatches ,bombardier’s I
window, and bulkhead at after end of bomb bay.
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Figure 10. - Photographs of a ditching of a ~-size model of the Army B-25 airplane. (Full-

scale time intervals indicated in second s.) Attitude 13°, flaps down 45°, speed 89 miles
per hour full scale. Simulated failure of wheel and bomb-bay doors, camera and entrance

1
hatches, bombardier’s window, and bulkhead at after end of bomb bay.
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Figure 11. - Photographs of a ditching of a ~ -size model of the Army B-25 airplane.
11

(Full-scale time intervals indicated in se~onds. ) Attitude 9°, flaps down 45°, speed
98 miles per hour, full scale. Simulated failure of wheel and bomb-bay doors, camera
and entrance hatches, bombardier’s window, and bulkhead at after end of bomb bay.

z
o
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